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§1 Yes, Brazil is a welcome country for immigrants, which ones, according to the Brazilian Federal

Law 13.445/2017 (the Brazilian Migration Law), will  be under a Politics that considers “the guarantee to the family

meeting” (Article 3º, VIII), the “equality of treatment and opportunity” (Incise IX, Art. 3º), the “protection of the human

rights of migrants” (Incise XV, Art. 3º). 

§2 Immigrants are so welcome to Brazil that in the Federal Constitution is established, since more

than 3 decades ago, that:  “Everyone is equal under the Law, without distinction of any kind and with guarantee,  for

Brazilians as well as for  foreigners residing in the country, of the inviolability of the rights to life, freedom, equality,

security and property”.

§3 If you are planning to move and live in Brazil, you will start with a Temporary Visa, that will

permit residency for a specific period, and according to each situation (Law 13.445, Article 14). For example, you can buy

a house here, and get a “Golden” Visa based on this investment; you can found a qualified job in Brazil (high qualified

professional  is  a  constant  demand);  you can be  a  Digital  Nomad;  or  you can be  considered as  a  person  that  needs

humanitarian protection because war in your country, because serious human rights violations in your origin nation. And

once you obtain a Temporary Visa, you can bring together your family - spouse/partner, child...relatives up to the second

degree (Article 37).



§4 In the Brazilian territory, the immigrant with a Temporary Visa shall receive a “Registro Nacional

Migratório (RNM)”, that is an Identification Document (Article 19, Law 13.445). 

§5 Come be  part  of  the  Federative Republic  of  Brazil,  a  country  formed throughout  its  history

essentially by miscegenation:  Indigenous people,  Portuguese,  Angolans,  Nigerians,  Spanish,  Dutch,  Italians,  Germans,

Poles,  Japanese,  Chinese,  Koreans,  Americans  and  other  peoples.  More  than  200  millions  of  people,  with  the  most

beautiful Nature in an area larger than 8 million km², being one of the largest economies with GDP higher than 2 trillion

USD and high Human Development Index, without war and natural disasters. A land of Peace and Beauty. 
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